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A novel color-transformation method converts daytime scenes into night-vision goggle images suitable fo
realistic nighttime training. 
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To date, nighttime training using flight or driving simulators has been hindered by th
lack of typical night-vision goggle (NVG) rendering. NVG performance is often 
simulated in training vehicles by converting daytime images into black and white, an
displaying the resulting scene in green. However, this approach does not consider th
NVG images are fundamentally different from daytime scenes. For instance, elemen
such as plants and trees that contain chlorophyll appear bright in NVG images while

they are dark in black and white (see Figure 1). For effective training, the illusions and limitations 
associated with NVGs must be captured and retained.1 

New methods have recently become available that enable the creation of sensor effects, such as noise and
halos, around light sources. However, image intensifiers are particularly sensitive to near-IR (NIR) light, 
this information is often disregarded. In addition, reduced contrast and resolution cause NVG images to 
appear significantly different from daytime imagery. All of these effects give rise to misinterpretations an
illusions. When conducting training on how to deal with these effects, it is essential to simulate the typica
properties of NVG imagery.1 

  
Figure 1. Demonstration of the differences between (right) black-and-white daytime images and (left) 
night-vision goggle (NVG) performance.  

We recently developed a method to fuse night-vision sensors and provide them with natural daytime colo
(‘Color-the-Night’), thus making the images much easier and faster to interpret.2–4 This technique can als
be applied inversely, by transforming daytime images of a training simulator into realistic-looking 
nighttime NVG images (‘NVG-the-day’). Figure 2 shows an example of daytime and NIR images of the 
same scene. A standard black-and-white version looks very different from its NIR counterpart. Our metho
performs an optimal transformation from color (based on the daytime input scene) to grayscale, using the
NIR image as reference, eventually resulting in a simulated NVG image that closely matches the NIR inp
Note that even the moss on the pavement becomes visible, as is also apparent in the NIR image. 
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Figure 2. NVG-the-day color transformation. While a standard black-and-white conversion looks very 
different from the near-IR (NIR) image, the NVG-the-day result closely resembles the NIR image.  

To create realistic night vision in our flight simulator, we used IKONOS-satellite images that contain thre
visible filters and a NIR band. Using an IKONOS image as reference, our method can work out the 
conversion from daytime colors to NIR that closely matches the NIR image. We applied our method to 
different IKONOS images (see Figure 3) and found that the standard black-and-white conversion poorly 
resembles the NIR images. As expected, a color transformation based on the same image best matched th
NIR image, achieving the highest correlation between the pixel values. When the color scheme derived 
from a Baghdad image was applied to an image of The Hague, the prediction was quite poor. However, 
when using a color transformation from a dataset of a similar region, the predictions closely matched thos
for the image from which it was derived. This suggests that different color schemes should be used for 
different types of landscapes. 

  
Figure 3. Application of the NVG-the-day technique to an IKONOS-satellite image (left). Shown are 
(center) the real NIR image and (right) the NVG-the-day prediction.  

We applied color transformations derived from satellite imagery to the daytime textures of a flight-
simulator database to create a nighttime environment. Alternatively, we can apply color transformations t
the simulator image ‘on the fly’ (see Figure 4) to represent chlorophyll-containing plants more realisticall
We will next combine algorithms that model sensor effects such as halos, noise, and reduced resolution 
with the NVG-the-day method to create a realistic training experience. Validation studies must show 
whether this improved visualization leads to realistic illusions, and would therefore allow for effective 
nighttime training. 
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Figure 4. Application of the NVG-the-day technique to flight-simulator imagery. A perspective-distorted
NIR image with overlapping content (bottom right) confirms the validity of the transformation used.  
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